Ford drum brake diagram

Being the hopeless hot rodders we are it's only natural that we all like going fast. But, as much
fun as we may have doing so, at one point or another we're gonna have to slow down or even
stop. So, it's with this in mind that we thought we'd take a look at a street rod brake system
going together while sharing some highlights regarding components, forming and flaring hard
line, and even a bit about the installation and routing of brake lines. When it comes to planning
a hot rod brake system there are a few considerations to keep in mind. Most important would be
a system's performance, unfortunately sometimes overlooked for the sake of traditionalism.
Along these same lines would be the choice between manual and power-assisted systems.
System components are an important choice too and a dual reservoir master cylinder is at the
top of my list for sure. Lose a line or a wheel cylinder in a single reservoir system and you've
lost all your brakes; lose a line or wheel cylinder in a dual reservoir system and at least you lose
only one circuit, leaving you with half a braking system. The balance of brake system
components consists of metering valves, proportioning valves or adjustable proportioning
valves, and in some cases residual pressure valves. The following explanations come care of
my friend Ralph, the head cheese and driving force behind Engineered Components
Incorporated ECI back in my home state of Connecticut and one of the smartest street rod brake
system engineers in the field. They provide a "hold off" function to allow the rear drum brakes
to actuate first. This function is very important in making the system function in the correct
sequence in a rear-wheel-drive car. The rear brakes are always actuated first. Proportioning
valves go in the rear brake system disc or drum and provide for control of the rate of pressure
rise to the rear brakesâ€”just the rate at which it builds up. Sooner or later the rear brakes see
full master cylinder discharge pressure. The purpose of this rate of pressure rise control is to
compensate for the reduction of weight on the rear wheels due to forward weight transfer
during braking. In short, it eases the application of the rear brakes to help prevent rear wheel
lockup. Factory combination valves have these built inâ€”make sure you know what you're
getting; too little rate of rise is as bad as too much. You may not need one of these valves,
depending on the compatibility of your vehicle's brake system components. Adjustable
Proportioning Valves allow for fine-tuning of the rate of pressure rise to the rear brakes if you
have a lockup problem. If you do have a lockup problem, experiment with the setting of the
valve to eliminate lockup for all but all-out panic stops. Residual Pressure Valves are used in
both front and rear brake systems as follows: 2-psi valvesâ€”these valves are used in a disc
brake system only and are required when the master cylinder is at, or below, the height of the
calipers. Its purpose is to act as an anti-siphon valve preventing the brake fluid from siphoning
back into the master cylinder when the brake pedal is released. Even if the master cylinder is
even or slightly above the calipers, put one in anyway. If you don't and you park on a hill, fluid
will siphon! These valves are cheap insuranceâ€”put them in! Note: You will know if you need
one of these valves if you have to pump the pedal twice to get a good pedal. Next, psi
valvesâ€”these valves are used in a drum brake system to prevent air from being ingested into
the hydraulic system when you release the brake pedal. Typical wheel cylinder seals only seal
when there is pressure behind them. Rapid release of the brake pedal creates a vacuum in the
system, which causes the seals to relax and air is ingested into the wheel cylinders. Maintaining
10 psi in the system at all times prevents this. Also, some new-style wheel cylinders have cup
expanders that negate the need for the residual pressure valve. Either way, if you are not sure
whether you have one or not, put one in. They are not cumulative and it won't hurt anything if
you have two. Don't worry about brake drag; it takes roughly 75 psi to overcome the return
springs. So with these few nuggets of wisdom let's take a look at a typical street rod brake
system going together. This diagram thanks again to the folks at ECI is a great reference for a
novice brake system fabricator to have on hand as reference. I know it was a great help to me
on my first few system fabrications. As you can see, with the inclusion of the two residual
pressure valves in the diagram the example master cylinder is assumed to be on an equal plain
with the front calipers or slightly below. On systems with high-mounted firewall or under dash
master cylinders the residual valves are not absolute requirements. On this particular brake
system fabrication a bulk stainless brake line and fitting kit sourced from Speedway Motors was
chosen over the use of multiple lengths of auto parts store brake line. Using the bulk rolls
allowed the installer to fabricate the system with the least amount of junctions as possible,
cutting down the opportunities for leaking connections. For the task of flaring the stainless
brake line which is much harder to work than conventional steel line , Jason Scudellari our tech
center manager enlisted the aid of the Eastwood Professional Brake Tubing Flaring Tool PN The
tool's "turret-style" design makes precision flares quickly and all the brake-flaring forming dies
needed are mounted right on the turret, so there's no fumbling for small parts, no worry about
missing diesâ€”its T-handle screw clamp securely holds line in place during forming too.
Scudellari began the plumbing job at the vehicle's rearend. After flaring the first section of line

and making the slight bend as the right rear wheel brake cylinder he proceeded to mark the
locations for the bends needed to follow the contour of the rearend centersection. A quality
tubing cutter is a must; clean cuts are important prior to flaring for leak-free connections, as is
cleaning any burrs from the tubing's ID. Without reciting the complete operating instructions of
the Eastwood flaring tool take my word for it, it's quick, easy, and a heck of a lot more
successful than using the old clamp and wing nut double flaring tools we're perhaps used to
seeing and using. Suffice to say, if you even think there's more than a couple of brake plumbing
chores in your future this Eastwood flaring tool is a must for your toolbox. With the brake line
cut, deburred, and lubed by a touch of antiseize compound, inserted in the clamping die, the
turret aligned with the correct size operation-1 flaring die, the lever is pulled with sufficient force
to create a bubble flare. To create a double flare the die head is spun to the appropriate size
operation-2 die, lined up, and the handle pulled again with sufficient force to create the inverted
portion of the double flare, and you're done. One perfect degree double flare down quickly and
cleanly. With the first flare and bend complete the line is threaded into the wheel cylinder and
attention is turned to forming the radius at the rearend centersection. With the line marked at
each bend point Scudellari makes the first of the bends needed to follow the upper radius of the
rearend. After forming a second line from the left side wheel cylinder toward the rearend center
the lines are marked where they'll be trimmed, flared, and threaded into either side of a
three-way union. A flex line is attached to the center of the union and will connect the rearend
lines with the hard line that'll run down the left framerail forward to the underdash mounted
master cylinder. The flex line from the union is run from the rearend hard lines to a tab on the
rear coilover crossmember toward the left framerail. The next section of hard line is then
measured, marked, and bent so it runs from its junction with the rear flex line to and then
forward down the left framerail. The hard line is bent to a bit of a radius following the contour of
the framerail and a hole is drilled and tapped to accept the first of a few line retainers used to
snug the line to the framerail. In this particular case the vehicle is equipped with a Kugel
Komponents underdash master cylinder and pedal assembly so the hard line run forward on the
left framerail is terminated just under the body cowl side and fitted with one of a very few brass
unions used in the complete system. One of the two braided flex lines seen here is attached to
the aforementioned brass union and will be run upward and under the dash and attached to the
metering valve and master cylinder. The second braided line will do the same from the front
brake plumbing. The setup is a great option for times when a firewall or under-floor master
cylinder is unwanted or impossible. The forward brake hard line will run from the second
braided flex line from the master cylinder again along the left framerail to just rearward of the
front frame crossmember. A second three-way brass union will connect that line to a short
section that connects to the front braided flex line to the left front caliper and a second hard line
that'll run across toward the right front caliper. A few more measurements, marks, and bends
and the final piece of hard line is formed and run from the left front line junction to the right side
connection with the braided flex line to the left front brake caliper. And there you have itâ€”a
typical street rod brake plumbing job. The final step would be to fill the master cylinder, begin to
bleed the system, and check for any leaks. Close Ad. Jim Rizzo writer Jason Scudellari
photographer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. The parts pile, excl. NOTE: colors are
random paints I had on hand. Not "color-coded". Place pushrods in cylinder place strut and
spring between shoes. Note position! It is installed in this pic exactly as it is shown in the parts
pile above Lube contact areas on SA arm and pivot put guide on anchor. Install front shoe
return spring to anchor. Install rear shoe spring to link as shown. Enter an optional name and
contact email address. Name Name Email help private comment. Don Jun Absolute brilliant,
thank you for taking the time to create and post! Guest May Very Helpful. Thank you. Guest Mar
Am replacing brake cylinders and brakes on my Chevy K10 after discovering a leaking cylinder
during State inspection. This picture and color coded piece you have prepared is absolutely the
best i have ever had the pleasure of using. Thank you for your excellent guide! I tore down my
71 C some time ago, and until today I'd never installed brakes. Guest Jun Love this mate. Guest
Apr All self adjuster pieces were gone when I dove in. Thanks a ton. I just wasn't holding my
mouth quite right. Guest Mar DO you have the photo gallery for the Chevrolet rear brakes. R
Slaughter Mar Robert, the strut spring tang position is of no importance as long as the spring is
on the correct end of the strut. It simply doesn't matter whether the spring is oriented tang left
or tang right, or on top or bottom. Robert Feb What is the correct position for the "tang" on the
"strut spring". The pics are great and very helpful, but this spring tang is shown in conflicting
positions. Billy Jan Very nice! If anyone wants a word doc with all these images and
instructions in one printable document email me at veloce yahoo. The color coding really
helped me with my 68 Chevy. I took pictures but with all the rust it all looks the same. It was
hard to distinguish between the smaller parts and their orientation. Really well done thank you!

Daryl Oct Thank you very much for such an awesome layout! Very helpful with my '69! Took the
old ones apart a year ago and got sidetracked putting it all back together. You have been a
lifesaver! Mike D. This will help me with my parking brake repairs now that I can see the parts
still needed. Kevin Apr This was my first solo drum brake job. I couldn't have done it without
these pics and info. Guest Mar What is the part number for the backing plate? Need one to fit
the 11" drum brakes on an '86 k10 with the regular GM 8. JohnG May this is the best help and
diagram I have found for working on the rear brakes on my '99 tahoe, I couldnt have done it
without this. Guest Apr Just another person saying thanks for posting this. Helped a first time
drum brake guy put together drums from scratch on a '66 C John Apr Wow. The problem is my
Chevy truck is a '49, which came with the old style huck brakes. Having no luck finding detailed
instructions or a complete hardware list to verify that I actually have all the parts I need for the
rear drums disc kit installed up front. Hoping you might be able to point me in the right direction
Guest Aug Does anyone have a diagram for Metropolitan front brakes? Guest Jul Another guy
that thank you superb job and let me finish mine. Tony Jun Adding my thanks to all those
already received. This was a great help! Previously, I have struggled with the firstt wheel, and by
the end of the second, worked out the sequence, and could do the next one pretty quickly:
however, the next brake job occurs so many years later, I have forgotten what to do. This time, it
was a breeze although the second wheel seemed to be even easier than the first! Dave Wellman
Apr Thanks a lot. I really needed the refresher I haven't done a brake job in about 20 years, and
at 67 my memory seems to playing games with me BUT with your help, I won! If ever in
Cleveland, Ohio look me up I owe you at least a dinner. Thanks again. Hugo Apr Thanks for your
excellent photo work. Repairing the rear brakes on my '64 Corvair and piece dropped out on the
ground. Took pictures before disassembly but of course that particular piece didn't show up.
Saved me!! Joe Mar I searched all over for photos like these. You have saved me a world of
trouble. So clear! Thank you! My brakes had fallen apart in the drum and I couldn't tell what
parts, if any were missing, or even where everything went. At 32F it's too cold to take apart
more than I absolutely have to. David Dec From David Just wanted to say thanks. Your painting
of the parts and pictures are a great help. Keep up the good work. Karma Sep Thanks This really
helped out a lot its been a while since I've dealt with drum brakes at times they can be
complicated but it just takes time and patience the pics really helped out a lot. Guest Sep
67chevellejn gmail. Guest Sep Can you tell me ,would the front be like the rear minus the park
lever 67chevelle thanks for site. Didn't have them when I bought the car 7 years ago. Just found
this out while now doing a front brake job. Woogeroo Jul For those of you that are confused,
everything on the other side of the vehicle is backwards. You can always buy the manual, but
then you'll still have to think backwards as well. Richard Jul Just one thing, you didn't mention:
The lining on the front shoe is slightly shorter and thinner that the rear. Other than that the
spread is great. Richard Jul Glad I found this, I have an 83 30 series apart. Your spread will be
very helpful. Ross Jun Great work and many thanks. Had to do some searching to find all the
exact parts. Ed Jun Thank you. No more extra parts at the end of the job. Sheldon M Christo Jun
photo of dually, both sides please. Guest May need diagram of right side. Guest Apr need help
for 58 pontiac bonneville brake cable that goes through the tunnel has loop and spring but has
a inch rod loop one end and carve other end can someone tell me it goes please. Guest Apr
Thank You! Thank you again. Guest Feb need it for a 98 and yes memory fading here too.
Woogeroo Jan still an amazing tech article! Frank Rizzo Oct Excellent!! Thank You. Guest Oct
best directions very easy thanks a million my 12yr old helped. Guest Jul thanks for the info.
Tom May The park brake cable is shown attached on the "Where it all goes" image and on the
"Park brake lever on the cable" image. Guest May You are why the internet is great. Guest Apr I
really appreciate this site. Took 30 mins to reassemble after changing wheel cylinder. Great,
especially with the pics. Guest Mar The painted parts were a blessing in seeing how to
assemble the rear brake syste. Thank you for taking the time for putting everything together.
Guest Mar this was great, but where does the parking brake cable attach? Guest Mar great site!
Donald J Hosier Feb This site is better then great. Pictures are worth words apply here. Guest
Feb Thank you very much I did rear brakes on 99 Gmc. Brakes were locking up. Thanks to your
diagram I notice I had a bent actuator spring. Guest Feb Thank you for this post it was very
helpful,and answered some questions I had. Also showed me a missing spring. Guest Jan
Thanks so much for taking your time and effort to help us all. Bill Jan Thanks for hosting this
sequence. I am working on a '61 Greenbrier which shares brakes with the C10 series. I have
upgraded to "self adjusting" by adding the SA arm but did not know how to assemble it until
finding your page. Terry Jan I am installing rear drum replacement brakes on my 55 hot rod. I
have disc on front. Your pictures and advice have been great. One comment, on all info I have
read, the secondary brake with longer pad has been identified as being the rear shoe, with the
shorter pad being the primary and being the front shoe. Your diagram indicates the opposite

calling the shoe toward the front of the car as the secondary. Can you clear this up for me? I
brought an entire kit from Ecklers that provided all new springs but it is almost like the hook
part of the spring is turned the wrong way and will not grab when I stretch the spring to anchor.
Please help. Thank you, Terry Rankin. Guest Dec Last person to work on my van brakes had
them assembled wrong and they weren't self adjusting. SA assembly was on the wrong shoe!!!!
The starwheel was contracting instead of expanding. Thanks a million for your info. Guest Nov
Thank you so much for this thread. It has saved me and my dad a lot of time on figuring out how
a previous owner put the brakes back together wrong. Guest Oct Thanx for this site man u
saved me a huge headache. Guest Aug Squeak free for the first time in ten years. Thanks to this
post. I'm very happy. Guest Jul Thank you, very, very helpful, great job. This puts a repair
manual to shame. Jim May Very Nice! Certainly helped me out. Mike Hubbert Feb These pictures
are very helpful. Would you post pictures for the right rear assembly as well? I was wondering
where was it that you bought that parts for your truck. I tried different autoparts autozone,
o'reilly and napa. Edwin Oct Working on a C10 "Silverado" and your diagram was very helpful
and the only detailed description on the entire world wide web. Tony McCoy Sep i fprgot to
mention it says here you were showing the assy. Tony McCoy Sep I must say that is the best
parts assy demastration i have seen you. I must thank you again and again , now if we only can
get the repair books to be that descriptivelol, again great job it really helped me out. Guest Aug
Thanks a lot. I just tore down my C10 Rear Drum Brakes and was digging through the Service
Manual for info on reinstalling all the pieces. This will save me a lot of time. Very well done.
Weldman Aug Best layout and info available that I've ever come across. Nicely done! Jonathan
May this is more helpful than my 78 camaro Haynes manual, tried to read the instructions then
tried to remove 2 parts and the whole assembly fell in my lap! LOL Thanks abunch! Guest Apr i
would like to say this is an awesome post. Guest Apr I put everything together but did not
remember which way the strut spring went on. All I can say is Thank you. My Chevy truck is one
my Dad bought new and now I have it now and want to someday pass it on to my son. Thanks
again! Thank you for showing the pictures for guys like me, I am rebuilding the whole rear end
on my truck,and whould have been lost in this step. I have adjusted the screw adjuster all the
way in and still cannot get it back on!! I've tried everything I could think of. Guest Mar Thanks
much!! I had completed the job on one side of my 99 Suburban and found an extra spring on the
floor. It wasn't obvious at all as to where it came from, but from viewing your pictures, I could
see it belonged on the self adjuster. You saved me alot of time and having to disassemble the
other side to have a reference! Guest Mar Thanks for posting this. Have a '69 Chevy C,and I
would have been lost without these great instuctions. Guest Mar same guest as the previous
comment, just wanted to say the car i have is a PONTIAC GTO, just letting y'all know this in
case you're doubtful if these pics would match a car similar to mine. Guest Mar thank you for
this. Guest Feb This is better than my Buick service manual. These pictures made it easy! Guest
Dec thank you very much this is what i was lokking for. Guest Jun pull hard it comes easy.
Guest May thanks this is very helpful but i have a blown cylinder are their any tricks to replacing
this? I cant seem to get it loose from the backing plate. Really helps if you need a great
step-by-step for reassembling drum brakes. Thanks for taking the time to take pics and lay it out
so clearly. Guest Sep Just what I needed. Thanks for taking the time. My regards! Guest Aug
Great pics. Got it done. Bought a spring kit and it had other stuff you didn't show. I'll ask around
about the extra stuff, but even if I have to redo it, I know how now. Thanks for taking the time to
write up the instructions. Don Jun need to know how to do rear brakes on pontiac montana only
hardware is a C sping. I am assembling a 71 camaro and thought the orig was on the front shoe.
Bear May Just wanted to say that you are the man. Found these instructions through google
search and it was exactly what I needed. Saved tons of time. Guest May Nice work. Thanks a
bunch. John Mar Awsome, well explained and the pics are great!! Thanks you saved me alot of
time. Jack Feb Could not be any easier. Any other auto related topics? Guest Jan Pictures
worked for my 97 suburban, thanks for the help. Guest Jan I pray and you show up. Thanks so
verrrry much. Dave Oct Thank you for an excellent pictorial assembly. It has really helped me a
lot! Guest Sep Thanks for a superb pic-show. Self adjuster SA arm group. Adjuster wheel group.
Where it all goes. Park brake lever on the cable. Start here: lube park lever pin and wavy washer,
install thru rear shoe, add the "Jesus clip". Place pushrods in cylinder. It is installed in this pic
exactly as it is shown in the parts pile above. Lube contact areas on SA arm and pivot. Add
actuator link, follow with overide spring from arm to pivot next pic. Place return spring under SA
arm. Press shoes against anchor. It is best to login or register first but you may post as a guest.
Name Email. Absolute brilliant, thank you for taking the time to create and post! Am replacing
brake cylinders and brakes on my Chevy K10 after discovering a leaking cylinder during State
inspection. Sure a lot of rear drums brakes information on the web. All self adjuster pieces were
gone when I dove in. DO you have the photo gallery for the Chevrolet rear brakes. Robert, the

strut spring tang position is of no importance as long as the spring is on the correct end of the
strut. What is the correct position for the "tang" on the "strut spring". Very nice! Thank you for
this tutorial. Thank you very much for such an awesome layout! Very nice detailed pics. This
was my first solo drum brake job. What is the part number for the backing plate? The best info
for my Chevy Nova rear drum brakes Just another person saying thanks for posting this. I have
a problem my GMC Sonoma rear brake shoes do not line up correctly and will not allow me to
place the drum over the brake shoes. Does anyone have a diagram for Metropolitan front
brakes? Another guy that thank you superb job and let me finish mine. Adding my thanks to all
those already received. Thanks a lot. Thanks for your excellent photo work. I searched all over
for photos like these. From David Just wanted to say thanks. Can you tell me ,would the front be
like the rear minus the park lever 67chevelle thanks for site. Do you have photos for the front
Drum brakes For those of you that are confused, everything on the other side of the vehicle is
backwards. Just one thing, you didn't mention: The lining on the front shoe is slightly shorter
and thinner that the rear. Glad I found this, I have an 83 30 series apart. Great work and many
thanks. Thank You! The park brake cable is shown attached on the "Where it all goes" image
and on the "Park brake lever on the cable" image. I really appreciate this site. The painted parts
were a blessing in seeing how to assemble the rear brake syste. This site is better then great.
Thank you very much I did rear brakes on 99 Gmc. Thank you for this post it was very
helpful,and answered some questions I had. Thanks so much for taking your time and effort to
help us all. Thanks for hosting this sequence. I am installing rear drum replacement brakes on
my 55 hot rod. Last person to work on my van brakes had them assembled wrong and they
weren't self adjusting. Thank you so much for this thread. Thanx for this site man u saved me a
huge headache. DOR hey, hey, hey, we learn something every day. Squeak free for the first time
in ten years. Thank you, very, very helpful, great job. Very Nice! These pictures are very helpful.
Working on a C10 "Silverado" and your diagram was very helpful and the only detailed
description on the entire world wide web. I must say that is the best parts assy demastration i
have seen you. Best layout and info available that I've ever come across. Worked for my GMC
Suburban 4x4 saved me time and money thx! I put everything together but did not remember
which way the strut spring went on. Do anyone know any tricks to get your drum back over the
brakes?? Thanks much!! Thanks for posting this. This is better than my Buick service manual.
Very helpful much better than anything I have in books. Thank you very much, this is perfect!!!!!
Nearly identical to my Chevy Tahoe Z71 5. Just what I needed. Great pics. Hey, does the
automatic clicker arm always tend to be on the rear shoe. Just wanted to say that you are the
man. Awsome, well explained and the pics are great!! Could not be any easier. Pictures worked
for my 97 suburban, thanks for the help. I pray and you show up. Thank you for an excellent
pictorial assembly. Thanks for a superb pic-show. This diagram shows a typical street rod brake
system. This diagram illustrates the 2 most common types of fittings used in street rod brake
systems. The first is the inverted flare type, which is used by most domestic production cars
and trucks, and on the bottom is the -3 AN which is pronounced as dash three A N or number
three A N. Due to the opposing flare styles and angles, the two systems will not seal to each
other unless an adapter is used. Obviously, the more adapters, splices, and fittings a given
system has, the greater the chance for leaks and the more expensive it will be. With that in
mind, you need to choose which system you intend to use AN or inverted flare and use it
throughout, with the least number of splices and fittings possible. Products to Compare max of
3 X. Videos All Videos. Tags: Brakes , Tech. Brake System Builder Tip. Related Articles. Manual
brake bleeding can be one of the most efficient ways to bleed the air out of your brake lines.
Speedway Motors has created a guide to show you step-by-step how to manually bleed your
brakes. Learn about the different types of brake valves. Our guide covers Metering, Residual,
Proportioning, and Combination valves to understand your brake system. We offer a guide to
follow when selecting a new set of brake pads for your race car. It's important to know the
friction quality and pad size before selecting a new set of racing pads. Learn how to bed in or
burnish your brake pads. Our quick guide and video will teach you the proper procedure to get
the best performance out of your brakes. Learn how to bench bleed a new master cylinder.
Removing the air before installation is critical. Our video tutorial will walk you through the
process. Looking for a performance or custom brake set-up? Whether you're replacing
components or building your brakes from scratch, you may wonder what size master cylinder or
booster to use. No need to worry, just follow our handy guide. We get a lot of questions about
brake kits so Tim gives a brief overview of disc brake setups. Having trouble with a spongy
brake pedal? We can show you how to test your brake booster or dual feed master cylinder so
you can fix that soft brake pedal. Steve explains the process of installing Speedway calipers.
Speedway Motors employee Pat O. Many times restoring proper brake pedal height and parking
brake function is just a matter of adjusting the rear drum brakes on your Ford vehicle. As the

brake shoes wear, the distance between the shoe and the drum increases. Adjustment of the
Ford drum brake system is well within the average home mechanic's ability. Place wheel chocks
behind the front wheels to prevent vehicle movement when the rear wheels are off. Raise the
rear of the vehicle with the floor jack, and place jack stand under the frame. Lower the vehicle
onto the jack stands to support the weight of the vehicle. Never rely on the floor jack alone to
support the vehicle. Remove the rear wheels and place them, along with the lug nuts, out of the
work area. This prevents tripping hazards, and lug nut loss. Remove the drum, and inspect the
rear brake shoes and drum for damage. Locate the star wheel adjuster. This serrated wheel
shaped piece is between the lower edges of both shoes. As the wheel is turned, it expands on
contracts the shoes. Remove the rubber plug in the back of the backing plate
cat5 phone wiring diagram
2003 dodge stratus fuse box diagram
2004 jaguar xj8 air suspension relay location
behind the star wheel adjuster. Install the drum onto the shoes. Turn the star wheel with the
brake-adjusting tool, until the shoes contact the drum. The shoes should not be so tight that the
drum cannot turn, but there should be a slight drag on the drum as it is turned. Reinstall the
wheels and lower the vehicle. Check parking brake function by applying the parking brake, and
putting the vehicle in gear. The parking brakes should hold under slight torque load from the
engine. Lee Sallings is a freelance writer from Fort Worth, Texas. Specializing in website
content and design for the automobile enthusiast, he also has many years of experience in the
auto repair industry. He began his writing career developing and teaching automotive technical
training programs. Step 1 Place wheel chocks behind the front wheels to prevent vehicle
movement when the rear wheels are off. Step 2 Remove the drum, and inspect the rear brake
shoes and drum for damage. Step 3 Install the drum onto the shoes.

